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Executive Summary
It’s hard to deny that at the moment, the situation for both loyalty programs and digital assets still remains to be siloed and 
underutilized, from cryptocurrency to loyalty points/mileages and gift cards. Let’s firstly take a look at the loyalty and rewards 
market: the market capitalization in 2020 was USD 1.6 trillion, with only a 7% redemption rate. Every passing year, billions of 
dollars in the form of reward points and virtual points expire and go to waste. In 2021, the Metaverse sprung into popularity 
but its connection with the rewards space is still relatively unclear, with tons of untapped potential.

These reward points are usually scattered across different platforms, with different expiration dates and values, combined 
with the unfair rules against customer usage, making it inherently difficult for consumers to manage the assets that they have 
earned. There’s also a notable difference in the holders population penetration, of which conventional reward pools have been 
using up to 95% versus Cryptocurrency which is just occupying 5% of the market size. Apart from these, the Metaverse is still a 
largely new industry and concept, spurred ahead by a ‘wild west’ growth and development speed, with no unified payment 
gateway nor method of valuation or single tradeable marketplace for assets in the metaverse.

ReverseDAO is a solution to all of the problems above, it is a platform that connects the metaverse with real-world assets. Fiat 
and economic units that are bound with world assets can now be represented, stored and transferred onto the blockchain just 
as easily as cryptocurrencies. Let’s take a look at a few of ReverseDAO’s unique selling points and highlights:

Integration of a DAO /Multichain

In the current loyalty and assets market, the centralized ownership and control for platforms and assets limit ownership and 
usage for consumers. We aim to disrupt both the loyalty/assets market and the crypto and metaverse market. With the Usage 
of DAO (Decentralized Autonomous Organization), we can ensure full transparency among all platforms and users, therefore 
changing the current rules for loyalty platform/ market. Using our Multichain protocol,
storing and converting your NFTs and virtual assets from chain to chain can now be just as easy as crypto tokens.
 
Trade-to-Earn / Community Mining

Users can engage in community mining and earn $REVD through making positive contributions to the community.
Including but not limited to:

● Trading Assets NFT
● Playing Minigames (Play-to-Earn)
● Purchase Products on ReverseDAO Marketplaces
● Purchase Products using ReverseDAO Pay/ ReverseDAO Prepaid Card

Loyalty-as-a-Service

Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) are exploding in popularity in the form of digital arts, music, collectibles, and more. ReverseDAO 
ensures loyalty rewards are NFTed and function as a tradeable asset. NFTs are also an emerging segment in the global gaming 
market: virtual tokens for digital scarcity, security and authenticity. With brands such as McDonald's and MasterCard joining 
the NFT industry and giving away NFT as a reward instead of traditional loyalty points, this is the first step to mass adoption of 
digital assets and crypto-wallets. Using our NFT rewards protocol, loyalty and assets can now be stored and transferred onto 
the blockchain, spending and transferring loyalty and assets are just as easy as cryptocurrencies.

ReverseDAO aims to emphasize on technology, quality user experience and be one of the frontrunners - as the first metaverse 
loyalty platform in this high-growth space. ReverseDAO is set to become a bridge between the metaverse and real life. 
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Executive Summary
Loyalty in the Metaverse
From our Universe to the Metaverse
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Market Gaps



1. Loyalty programs are siloed and underutilised, with billions of 

dollars wasted based on unfair rules placed against the customer.

Based on our research, an average household enrols in over 25 Loyalty Programs, with an average 

balance of around $4 per program. Usually, there are also many different cards, apps, passwords 

and accounts for an average end user to keep track of - which is a frustration for end users. Some 

other challenges include unavailable awards (e.g. flights, hotels available only at off-peak seasons) 

that are tough to redeem, and the difficulty of keeping up with various expiration date of reward 

points. 

Also, most LPO’s make it difficult, if not impossible, for their customers to transfer points to other 

users.  Often after points expire, the LPO’s reap the benefits by reducing their potential costs of 

those redemptions (or, stated another way, they can write off a potential liability). As such, based on 

all these centralized limitations, it is often the end user that benefits the least while centralised 

companies reap the most rewards off these limitations and loopholes. Potentially, up to billions of 

dollars are wasted in the ecosystem. 

ReverseDAO aims to change this by using our NFT Reward Protocol and moving the loyalty to 

blockchain in the form of NFTs. Our members can now easily exchange and manage their loyalty. 

They can also transfer these NFT loyalty point just as easy as sending a standard token.
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2. Slow cryptocurrency mainstream adoption, alongside a ‘wild 
west ‘metaverse development’. 

Regardless of the growth of crypto and digital assets especially in the year 2021, the fact remains 
that the majority of regular end users do not own, trade nor utilise cryptocurrency in their daily 
lives. 

Additionally, the Metaverse space - spurred on in popularity in 2021 due to Facebook’s reinvention 
to ‘Meta’ - is significantly new and despite many mainstream companies investing in the space, 
remains largely theoretical and new, especially in terms of regulation, development and mainstream 
adoption. 
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ReverseDAO aims to help accelerate the growth of the crypto and metaverse space, growing mass 
adoption through being the bridge between Metaverse and real world. This can be achievedvia 
unlocking the reward/loyalty points ‘trapped’ and spread across in different apps and platforms 
through the usage of NFT and blockchain technology.

3. Issues with Payment and Assets in the Virtual and Metaverse 
space

The COVID-19 pandemic has greatly increased the time spent online and the potential of the 
metaverse, along with escalating the growth of digital asset/currency usage. As mentioned earlier, 
up to billions of dollars locked in loyalty, reward points and gift cards are lost everyday. For 
example, if a user invests thousands in in-game purchases (especially on popular MoBA games such 
as League of Legends or Dota 2), once the developers stop operating the game, these assets and 
in-game currencies become worthless and meaningless. Apart from this, as the Metaverse is a new 
space, there is currently no united or singular payment gateway which results in scattered 
transaction processes.

In the future stage of our developments, our goal is to unlock and integrate the value of such 
gaming and metaverse assets. Eventually, we will aim to appoint REVD as the common currency that 
would run across various platforms - including various gaming, metaverse, crypto and traditional 
projects. 
ReverseDAO will allow these digital assets to be transferred into the form of non-fungible tokens 
(NFTs) through strategic partnerships, allowing the player to obtain the true ownership of such 
metaverse assets, and with it capturing the value of that virtual asset, as he or she can trade it freely 
in the NFT marketplace.  

Additionally, we would authenticate non-fungible assets with merchants and place them on the 
marketplace.  Anyone can view the NFT's source, time of issuance, confirm the number of issuances, 
owner history, transaction detail, which verification units take place and how many transactions 
have occurred.  This particular flow allows transparency and verifiability.
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4. Liquidity issues in the NFT space

While the NFT space is growing at an impressive speed, one of the biggest issues remains the lack of 
liquidity, with most NFT collections losing their value in time instead of increasing in value. NFTs 
stand the chance to be illiquid - which, in a sense, means these NFTs will not be easily sold nor 
traded for fiat currency without a loss in value, which may leave NFT owners or traders in a less than 
desirable situation. Unlike cryptocurrency such as BTC or ETH which can be traded on any 
centralized or decentralized exchange at any chosen time, matching buyers and sellers for NFTs can 
be more difficult. 

Furthermore, NFTs are typically sold bilaterally on markets with usually a small number of potential 
buyers for each transaction - taking in-game assets or Metaverse virtual land for example, which 
may be in demand by only a small group of buyers who are familiar with that particular game or is 
active in that particular Metaverse. 

As such, ReverseDAO aims to smoothen the process and create a marketplace that will unify the NFT 
trade process and increase liquidity for NFTs. 
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1. Leverage Loyalty Rewards as NFTs.

With the rise of NFTs, there certainly is a possibility of a stronger tie-in with loyal rewards/points 

with NFTs. Recently, we’ve witnessed the band Kings of Leon releasing its album in the form of an 

NFT, while granting fans opportunities to win golden-ticket NFTs; these exclusive tickets also serving 

a VIP perks for future concerts. Businesses could also apply this model into their strategies, utilising 

NFTs to strengthen ties with their stakeholders and customers - using NFTs to replace conventional 

loyalty reward programs. 

This may also turn out to be a safer option for both end users and businesses, as NFTs utilise smart 

contracts on the blockchain to securely execute, store and trace transactions - potentially reducing 

system/management costs in the long run. 
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2. Utilising crypto or NFTs to buy anything across various 

platforms.

With growing adoption of cryptocurrency and NFTs in real-world application, with more merchants 

and brands across the globe adopting crypto as an additional payment method, there is a stronger 

use case of using crypto and even NFTs to make transactions across various supporting platforms.

In the future, we envision users to be able to trade safely, securely and efficiently anywhere across 

the web with the ReverseDAO Pay/ReverseDAO Prepaid Card. ReverseDAO will also develop a 

Chrome extension that allows for ease of access between a user and his/her prepaid card.

3. Offer users an opportunity to exchange loyalty reward points for 

cryptocurrency - and vice versa.

The ReverseDAO platform and dApp will allow users to easily convert their loyalty reward points 

with partnering merchants to cryptocurrency vouchers and smoothly convert back should they 

choose to. Hence, if users do not want to hold or store certain vouchers long-term for fear of it 

expiring and difficulty of keeping track, they can use the ReverseDAO platform to convert loyalty 

points to crypto (in the form of REVD tokens), assigning it more use cases (e.g. user may use 

cryptocurrency to purchase other NFTs or products) and a potential investment opportunity. 
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4. Stake ReverseDAO tokens and participate in the DAO via a 

governance portal. 

Apart from the above mentioned use case, ReverseDAO will build a governance portal, assigning an 

additional use case for its token - for community members and token holders to make voting 

decisions that will help shape and build the ReverseDAO ecosystem - removing a centralized nature 

from the platform that often benefits businesses and companies, not end users. 

REVD tokens may also be staked with attractive APRs on the staking portal, assigning more benefits 

to investors who believe in the long-term vision of ReverseDAO. 
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Token mechanism

ReverseDAO is a fully integrated ecosystem of decentralized financial services built on interoperable 
blockchain technology, governed and operated by a DAO system. The governance mechanism is controlled 
by its members through a customised governance platform with an in-built voting and proposal system.
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Token Feature Supply

REVD ● The token issued for ReverseDAO Ecosystem.
● REVD will be rewarded to various activities within 

the thriving ReverseDAO Ecosystem.
● Above activities include buying, selling, C2C trading,   

converting and sending.
● REVD is also a publicly tradable digital asset. 
● Business Activities will be fueled with REVD - 

funneling back into   ReverseDAO Ecosystem and 
distributed to users through various activities that 
also boost and benefit the growing ecosystem.  

● Business Activities include merchants advertising,  
issuance of merchants vouchers, loyalty points 
listing, converting points into NFTs, or other 
available assets list on ReverseDAO for the 
customer to trade.

● REVD can be stored in the ecosystem in the staking 
portal with attractive APRs to earn more REVD.

1 Billion Token

ReverseDAO Ecosystem

ReverseDAO and REVD token is founded by ReverseDAO Technology Limited , a 
Belized based Company.



ReverseDAO - the REVD Token Overview

REVD, the token behind the ReverseDAO platform, is distributed to users as a reward for 
contributions made to the platform and provides access to a variety of economic incentives.  
Contributions include, but are not limited to: buy, sell, trade, convert, send digital assets within the 
REVD Ecosystem.

Value proposition for different stakeholders

Members

ReverseDAO will support a slew of loyalty points, gift cards, digital assets and convert such loyalty 
points, digital assets into REVD and NFTs.

We plan to support non-tokenized loyalty points in the near-to-mid-term but will also add custodial 
staking-as-a-service for other PoS assets.

REVD holders who stake REVD will be allowed to submit various proposals to the ReverseDAO 
ecosystem via the governance portal on items, including, but not limited to, the following: 

• Invite new vendors or potential partners into the ecosystem (such as an airline, hotel, or other 
vendors where a user could earn rewards;
• A change to the functionality of the system – such as rules on transfers, redemptions, etc.
• A change to the economics in the ecosystem
• Defining membership tiers
• Adding other assets or tokens into the staking tier or program
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Merchants

Merchants and partnering companies will be invited from a variety of industries, not limited to any 
particular sector. Airlines, banks, hotels, utilities and retailers are welcome join the ecosystem, via 
utilising the REVD token, regardless of their organisation size and loyalty program history. An 
exchange rate would be agreed upon between the merchants and ReverseDAO foundation 
depending on the level of commitment and promotional efforts the merchant would like to receive 
on the REVD ecosystem. Once the rate is agreed upon, they will be pegged with REVD and the value 
may only be adjusted every 6 months based on a decision on the DAO governance portal.

Unlike most other closed-loop loyalty programs, ReverseDAO is friendly to merchants and would 
allow merchants to leverage the platform via rewarding their customers and user base as well as 
Online-to-offline marketing campaigns purposes by purchasing and using REVD.

Also, merchants who are retailers, airlines, utilities and banks, can become partners of the 
ReverseDAO ecosystem and outsource their loyalty programs to ReverseDAO through our SaaS 
model, potentially cutting down operational costs. Unlike other traditional loyalty programs, 
ReverseDAO can be used to acquire new customers through joint-promotion programs with other 
merchants in cross-marketing campaigns. They can also enhance their value proposition by offering 
REVD as additional benefits to their customers.
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REVD can be used across 50,000+ 
merchants and partners



Value proposition for different stakeholders

Liquidity Provider

Loyalty points and rewards of each individual merchant brands are converted to REVD on the 
ReverseDAO blockchain.  Specific Exchange Requests of Customers are matched on the 
decentralized exchange on the ReverseDAO blockchain and dApp.  However, it is crucial to note that 
all exchanges of loyalty points through the blockchain can only happen if there is a counterparty 
who is willing to take the opposite position. As such, a liquidity provider would be able to earn 
staking interest in the form of REVD. Blockchain operators running a full node will be technically 
capable of taking on this counterparty role to provide exchange opportunities on this decentralized 
exchange platform. If we utilise this method, it is also assured that the exchange rates between the 
different loyalty programs will reflect utility and supply/demand characteristics of the respective 
tokens.  In the initial phases of the ReverseDAO ecosystem, ReverseDAO will be the validator to 
provide liquidity.  Once the ReverseDAO nodes are available to the public, additional exchange 
providers will be able to gain access to join the ReverseDAO ecosystem.

Ecosystem Development

ReverseDAO will strategize, develop and maintain the ReverseDAO’s technical infrastructure: it’s 
mobile app, website and IT backend systems. The UI/UX will be designed with the end user’s overall 
experience in mind - making it easy for merchants and customers to use and also participate in the 
ecosystem.

ReverseDAO will further develop and grow the community by attracting, onboarding and servicing 
merchants. ReverseDAO will provide off-the-shelf loyalty programs for merchants who currently do 
not have their own program and also consult merchants on improvements to their current loyalty 
programs.  Furthermore, ReverseDAO will provide merchants with exclusive access to superior data 
analytics and direct interaction channels. These activities will contribute to ReverseDAO being 
compensated through fixed or variable service fees collected from the merchants. This business 
model of loyalty program service provider is well established and proven within this growing space.
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It is truly know that the security of cryptocurrency and digital assets remain to be a high focus and 
one of the most important elements in the blockchain ecosystem and space. Needless to say, hacks 
to various blockchains and projects are still on the rise - causing many blockchain companies to fail 
due to these security breaches and a disruption of trust for poor security procedures. 

To combat this situation, ReverseDAO will integrate a mix of noncustodial and custodial wallet 
solutions, depending on specific situational requirements. If custody is required for specific services, 
ReverseDAO will leverage an enterprise-level security solution that displays the strongest 
industrial-grade encryption technology to ensure the highest possible security framework. 

Placing security at the forefront of the project, ReverseDAO will also offer non-custodial services for 
the staking business line via a Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS) tokens. Via the usage of 
cryptocurrencies that are DPoS, ReverseDAO will effectively reduce security threats as the platform 
will not be directly managing or handling any member’s digital assets - all member’s digital assets 
will be stored safely in their custody. Additional tokens are offered via Proof of Stake (PoS), which 
will be maintained by the team via top-notch industry-leading security solutions. 
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In summary, customers can exchange, swap 
or trade the digital freely. 

ReverseDAO
APP UI
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Increase Use Cases and Practical Applications for end users.
Convert loyalty rewards into points that are redeemable to real-life 
products and/or Cryptocurrency.
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Buy E-Vouchers Redeem
Crypto Exchange



The Plan: To also partner with DApps / existing NFTs

Marketplace for NFT Vouchers
(Supports both Tangible and Intangible Non-Fungible Assets)

Stored Value Card
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DApps, NFTs and Prepaid Card
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Presenting  ReverseDAO’s unique 5-in-1 solution filed with 
patent protection in the US, UK, China, Australia and 
Malaysia - designed to fill the market gaps in the real 
world.

Our cutting-edge technology setup securely stores 
multi-blockchain assets while making the assets 
spendable, redeemable and usable through customers’ 
smartphones or via the ReverseDAO Prepaid Cards, which 
will also be accessed via a Chrome extension.

OUR BRIDGES 
TO REALITY



As mentioned earlier in the Whitepaper, the size of the rewards pool market is similar to that of 
crypto - with both sharing a similar market size. One key difference would be population 
penetration, with crypto being in an early adoption stage (only 5% of the market size in comparison 
to crypto). ReverseDAO aims to bridge these 2 entirely different markets, resulting in growing 
adoption for cryptocurrency while allowing customers to have more options with their reward 
tokens; there will be a potential of monetizing these USD3 trillions + value of crypto and the rewards 
pool market. This is what we are referring to as the bridge: with this bridge in mind, there is the 
potential of similarly bridging the metaverse rewards space with real-word usage as well. 
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ReverseDAO 5-in-1 Solution

Bridge between the real world and the metaverse.



DAO
We believe in decentralization, and ReverseDAO is dedicated to developing a thoroughly 
self-governing organization. ReverseDAO will allow its community members and token holders to 
make critical decisions about the future of the project - such as, but not limited to, community 
mining metrics, technical upgrades, partnerships, NFT generation mechanisms and technical 
updates. All this will be done via the built DAO governance portal on the ReverseDAO platform. 

Running as a DAO, community members will also be able to create proposals about the future 
operations of the protocol and then receive collective votes from the community to decide on the 
outcome of each proposal.
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NFT MultiChain Protocol
Featuring our exclusive NFT rewards protocol, rewards that are binded with  with real-world assets 
(fiat, economic units) can now be represented, stored and transferred onto the blockchain just as 
easily as cryptocurrencies. As such, NFTed loyalty rewards are now a tradeable asset for owners to 
have a stronger ownership of, as they can now do the following or more with their reward points — 
storing, trading, playing, risking, lending or sharing.

Additionally, ReverseDAO users will also have access to our Multichain Protocol, allowing them to 
transfer their NFT reward points across multiple chains/platforms, just as easily as one would 
transfer regular crypto such as BTC or Ethereum. 

Trade-to-earn
To encourage users and active members of the ReverseDAO ecosystem, users may also engage in 
community mining and earn $REVD via making positive contributions and being active in the 
community.
Including, but not limited to

● Trading Assets on the NFT marketplace
● Playing mini games when available
● Purchase Products on the ReverseDAO Marketplaces
● Purchase Products using ReverseDAO Pay/ ReverseDAO Prepaid Card
● Sharing about the platform on social media or referral programs; acting as an ‘Ambassador’ 

for the ReverseDAO ecosystem.



Prepaid Card and ReverseDAOPay

ReverseDAO users will be able to access their crypto/digital assets and NFTs to top-up the 
exclusive ReverseDAO prepaid card. Via using a ReverseDAOPay chrome extension or a 
physical ReverseDAO prepaid card, users will be able to shop at any merchant that accepts 
credit cards. This also greatly increases utility for reward-based NFTs, allowing it to be more 
liquid, easily tradeable and exchanged with just some simple clicks. 
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In order to receive a ReverseDAO Premium 
card, the user must hold 5,000 REVDs in their 
ReverseDAO Digital wallet. Supply is limited.

ReverseDAO Premium cardholders will also 
receive 0.5% of their spending in REVD as a 
reward.  Those rewards can be redeemed or 
converted into other currencies or digital 
assets.  Shopping and travel insurance will be 
offered up to USD100,000.

In order to receive a ReverseDAO Standard 
card, the user must hold 2,000 REVDs in their 
ReverseDAO App.  Supply is limited.  
ReverseDAO Standard cardholders will also 
receive 0.1% of their spending as a reward.  
Shopping and travel insurance will be offered 
up to USD100,000.

ReverseDAO 5-in-1 Solution



NFT Staking

One of the major issues with NFTs is that most NFTs are illiquid, which essentially means for a 
typical user, the only two options with ownership of an NFT is to hold/store it or sell it. 

ReverseDAO aims to provide an innovative solution to the above issue, via providing a NFT staking 
protocol. The ReverseDAO NFT Staking protocol may now ensure your NFTs may be staked on the 
platform with certain rewards and/or APRs, just like with regular digital assets such as BTC or ETH. 

The NFTs on the ReverseDAO platform may also double as a membership card, giving users who 
own certain NFTs access to certain benefits or features on the platform, assigning even more utility 
to the NFT in general. 
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The ReverseDAO’s ecosystem processes are powered by a hybrid IT architecture, i.e. partly on-chain 
and partly off-blockchain:

On-blockchain:
REVD – is our core token offering which can be created during the token generation event. For the 
service consumption side, our PaaS and Marketing services fee we will charge our partners in the 
form of REVD.  We will also reward our wallet users and partners with REVD in different cases, such 
as Loyalty asset conversion, C2C referral and B2B referral.  REVD holders can also use it to bid for 
rare assets and resell them in the secondary market. REVD supply is limited, and it will also be used 
as our staking reward.  For wallet users, REVD can be used to access privileged services.  REVD can 
also be used to exchange REVD Point, top-up prepaid cards and purchase coupons.

Off-blockchain:
All other transactions, including points redemption at the point of sale, loyalty program-specific 
transactions and e-voucher issuances are handled at the back-end server of the merchants and 
ReverseDAO  without blockchain.  To offer sufficient protection to our wallet users and partners, our 
Chief Technology Officer will manage regular security of both on-chain and off-chain components to 
make sure they are properly audited and protected.

At the beginning, after the distribution of the REVD Tokens to the public, ReverseDAO will hold a 
majority of REVD and thus have some degree of influence over the blockchain.  This ensures that 
ReverseDAO has the ability to adjust the rules and maintain the system.  One of the main duties of 
ReverseDAO in maintaining the blockchain is to ensure that blockchain transaction fees are 
maintained at an appropriate level. In other words, sufficient incentive should be given to 
third-party validators to ensure the verification process works smoothly and to secure the integrity 
of the blockchain system.  Over time, the number of REVD Token held by ReverseDAO will decline, so 
that control will shift to the community.
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Core Platform Products

ReverseDAO Digital Wallet 
Allows buy / sell / trade / transfer assets supported by several backend products which permit B2C 
and C2C exchange

Loyalty as a Service marketing platform
Apart from earning, buying, selling, sharing and trading of loyalty points and coupons, we also allow 
consumers to convert their expiring points or idle assets into other digital assets (e.g., 
cryptocurrency, especially REVD).  Our merchant partners allow our users to access their loyalty 
system or our loyalty PaaS platform freely.

Collectible as a Service platform
Our platform will support rare asset bidding empowered by NFT token.  We allow our merchant 
partners or consumers to sell their collectible items online in a secure and transparent manner.

Game asset toolkit / API
The platform will support trading extremely rare gaming assets online.  Gamers can sell or share 
their assets on our platform, whenever they plan to migrate into a newly updated game.  Our 
crypto-based escrow payment function can offer additional protection to their rare gaming asset.

API Products
ReverseDAO will provide API and CLI (Command-line interface) for our stakeholders to automate 
their process.  For example, a game developer might wish to focus on game development and make 
use of our platform to enable tokenized asset trading to facilitate gamers and support the demand 
of their gaming assets.  They can also use our Loyalty API to attract gamers to try and purchase their 
new titles.  Our API products include:

• Gaming platform API 

• Loyalty platform API 

• Bidding platform API
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Platform Conceptual Overview 
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Digital Wallet (aka ReverseDAO Digital Wallet) will focus on the management of financial assets, 
loyalty points and gaming assets for consumers.

The key frontend will provide self-service portal and API portal for business supporting staff of our 
merchants and system partners respectively.

Our service domain will be organized in different supporting service layers to maximize the security 
and agility of our platform, providing support to various users.

Digital Wallet Self Service Portal API Portal

Loyalty as a Service/API Game asset toolkit/API Collectible as a Service 
API

Service Access Layer

Business Support Service Layer

Platform Support Layer

Token Service Layer

Front End Layer

Technology



Blockchain Standard
Our platform will inherit the security protection offered by RioChain blockchain service.  It allows us 
to drive down the cost of our blockchain transactions and speed up the execution of our 
transactions.

Blockchain Library Standard
In addition to custom smart contracts, we will also make use of a highly secure standard library, 
which is similar to the OpenZeppelin library, to ensure all our smart contract code is properly 
audited and tested.

Consensus Algorithm
We will support POA algorithms which can reduce transaction cost and improve the scalability of our 
platform.  It will also reduce risk of centralization and reduce individual miners to influence the 
consensus of our network.

AIoT and Big Data Analytic based personalization
Our merchants’ redemption service and payment service embedded in different mobile phones, 
tablet and mobile POSs will allow us to connect to a rich set of sensors.  This will enable us to apply 
AI and analytic techniques to push more customised asset investments and offer discounts to our 
consumers’ community.  To address the privacy protection concern of individual users as well as 
regulators, our Chief Technology Officer will report to our board on a quarterly basis and to ensure 
our wallet users’ privacy are properly protected.  We will fully comply with the privacy protection 
standard such as GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) and PDPO (The Personal Data Privacy 
Ordinance).

KYC
KYC/AML compliance in the payments and financial industries is of vital importance. Fraudulent 
transactions if executed on a wider scale by the cards issued by the given issuer can trigger the 
card-schemes’ (Visa, Mastercard) restrictions on the cards from that issuer.  Funds from stolen cards 
and in other inappropriate transactions can be a source of wide chargeback demands from the valid 
cardholders.  For that reason, we will be conducting KYC checks on all of our clients.  To execute the 
scale of operations we plan that checks would be initially conducted by the 3rd party external 
KYC/AML check service providers, like Trulioo15.
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Digital Wallet
Our wallet App provides a unified frontend for users to manage and trade their loyalty assets 
(coupon and reward points), crypto-asset and gaming asset.

It will allow users to have trust-less access to their crypto assets.  For this scheme to work, we will 
employ the standard of BIP-3211 to generate as many wallets per currency as the user wishes to use 
and also the standard of BIP-392 to implement a simple and secure way of backing up the 
randomness generation of private keys for all the supported cryptocurrencies.

Users will be allowed to see the BIP-392 compatible mnemonics set encrypted with the user's 
password.  That same mnemonics set encrypted using AES algorithm with the user’s password 
hardened with the algorithm PBKDF2 and fragmented to many pieces using Shamir’s Secret sharing 
protocol will be also securely stored across many data centers/locations to improve the overall 
reliability of our platform.

Digital Asset Bidding
Our platform can support the trading of multiple classes of rare assets.  We will help our sellers and 
game development partners to tokenize their assets (digital or physical) in the form of NFTs. After 
simple parameter setting on our Wallet App, the asset will then be launched in designated bidding 
markets.  All transactions will be executed in a transparent and secure manner to offer maximum 
security protection for both buyers and sellers.

We intended to provide a rich set of self-service platforms and API for stakeholders with limited 
resources in smart contract development to make use of NFT technology to trade their digital or 
physical assets online in a trusted and transparent environment.

Key values of our NFT enabled auction platform:

✓ Full transparency among all stakeholders
✓ Provide asset assurance and certification services to protect our buyers
✓ Support a wide range of unique assets (e.g. limited edition watch, concert ticket)
✓ Protect ownership and trade history
✓ Customize trade for unique gaming asset
✓ Stimulate growth through secondary market trading service
✓ Provide Sellers and Gamers API/CLI services for integration with our partners
✓ Offer escrow payment services to improve confidence during virtual asset trading (e.g. rare 

game items)
✓ Polkadot Distributed Ledger technology supports interoperability and scalability.
✓ DeFi allows a true shared economy where users can also become service  providers
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2021
Q4

● Founder team formation 
● Advisory team formation
● ReverseDAO prototype development
● Angel round resource allocation
● Patent application

2022
Q1

● Loyalty program partnership formation
● 100+ merchant coupon acquisitions
● ReverseDAO testnet development

2022
Q1

● 1st round private token sale
● Testnet audit
● Legal counsel with multinational corporations
● CEXs and DEXs listing shortlisting
● dApp development

2022
Q2-Q3

● Testnet development
● Prepaid card registration
● dApp optimisation
● Ongoing partnership formation & merchant coupon 

acquisition
● On-ground event promotions in China & Hong Kong
● IDO & IEO launch
● Limited public token sale

2022
Q4

● ReverseDAO constitution and setup
● Ongoing marketing campaigns and efforts for token utility

Roadmap
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ALL DISTRIBUTIONS OF ReverseDAO TOKENS ARE SUBJECT TO THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS RELATING TO TOKEN SALES (“Ts & Cs”) AS 
PUBLISHED FROM TIME TO TIME ON THE ReverseDAO WEBSITE.  BY MAKING A CONTRIBUTION TO ReverseDAO TECH PTE FOR THE 
PURCHASE OF ReverseDAO TOKENS (“REVD”), CONTRIBUTORS WILL BE BOUND BY THE T&Cs. BY ACCEPTING SUCH T&CS, 
CONTRIBUTORS WILL BE ENTERING INTO A BINDING AGREEMENT WITH ReverseDAO TECH PTE. THE T&Cs CONTAIN PROVISIONS 
WHICH AFFECT THE LEGAL RIGHTS OF CONTRIBUTORS AND CONTRIBUTORS MUST READ, ACKNOWLEDGE AND AGREE TO THE T&Cs 
BEFORE RECEIVING TOKENS.  IN THE EVENT OF ANY INCONSISTENCY BETWEEN THE T&Cs AND THE INFORMATION BELOW, THE T&Cs 
WILL BE CONTROLLING.

Token Distribution Overview
Token Symbol: REVD
Token usage: Token can be used in the ecosystem
Total Token Supply: 1,000,000,000 REVD

Accepting: Ethereum (ETH), Bitcoin (BTC), OM Token (OM), RFuel, USDT, USDC Countries Allowed: As 
determined in the sole discretion of ReverseDAO tech Pte *Other bulk purchase and early bird offer 
is also available
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ReverseDAO - 40.5% will go towards various needs of the ReverseDAO ecosystem. For example, 

ecosystem incentives for our users as well as using REVD tokens to pay for services depending on 

business situations.  Also, REVD can also be stored in the ecosystem as a stake to earn more REVD.

Token Sale -30% will be sold to private and public investors with a lockup period

Team and Advisor -15% will go to the team and advisors which will be on a 6 month lockup period.  

The first release will be at the 6th month then each month after that.

Development Fund -9% for project development

Liquidity Pool - 5.5% will go to setting up Liquidity pools in CEX and DEX

Token Allocation & Use



Software Development -  30% will go to the development and maintenance of the ReverseDAO 
ecosystem.

Marketing - 2 5% will be used for marketing expenditures such as offline-to-online events, 
advertising and PR events to drive business from investor and project views

Operations  -   15% will be used to run ReverseDAO day-to-day activities.  This includes but not 
limited to salaries, office rent, utilities, hosting and software expenditure.

Loyalty Points Purchase - 15% will go into strategic purchases of loyalty points and digital assets 
that will be held and maintained by ReverseDAO, which will benefit the token holders as we will sell 
these loyalty points and send the rewards into the staking pool.

Exchange Listing / Market Making  -  15% will be used as exchange listing and market making to 
provide liquidity.
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Software development - 30%

Marketing - 25%

Operations - 15%

Loyalty Points Purchase - 15% 

Exchange Listing / Market Making - 15%

Use of Funds



DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY To the maximum extent permitted by the applicable laws, regulations and rules, 
ReverseDAO and/or the Distributor shall not be liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or 
other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue, income or 
profits, and loss of use or data), arising out of or in connection with any acceptance of or reliance on this 
Whitepaper or any part thereof by you. This Whitepaper is for information purposes only and is subject to 
change. It is drafted to serve as the primary source of information about REVD and its potential token holders 
and is not to be considered exhaustive. NO REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES ReverseDAO and/or the 
Distributor does not make or purport to make, and hereby disclaims, any representation, warranty or 
undertaking in any form whatsoever to any entity or person, including any representation, warranty or 
undertaking in relation to the truth, accuracy and completeness of any of the information set out in this 
Whitepaper.

ReverseDAO and / or the Distributor disclaims all liability for any loss or damage of whatsoever kind (whether 
foreseeable or not) which may arise from any person acting on any information and opinions relating to 
REVD contained is this Whitepaper or any information which is made available in connection with any further 
enquiries, notwithstanding any negligence, default or lack of care. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES BY 
YOU

By accessing and/or accepting possession of any information in this Whitepaper or such part thereof (as the 
case may be), you represent and warrant to ReverseDAO and/or the Distributor as follows:
(a) you agree and acknowledge that the REVD do not constitute securities in any form in any jurisdiction;
 (b) you agree and acknowledge that this Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of 
any sort and is not intended to constitute an offer of securities in any jurisdiction or a solicitation for 
investment in securities and you are not bound to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment and 
no cryptocurrency or other form of payment is to be accepted on the basis of this Whitepaper; 
(c) you agree and acknowledge that no regulatory authority has examined or approved of the information set 
out in this Whitepaper, no action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules 
of any jurisdiction and the publication, distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper to you does not imply 
that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been complied with;
(d) you agree and acknowledge that this Whitepaper, the undertaking and/or the completion of the REVD 
Initial Token Sale, or future trading of the REVD on any cryptocurrency exchange, shall not be construed, 
interpreted or deemed by you as an indication of the merits of the asiatop.com and/or the Distributor, the 
REVD, the REVD Initial Token Sale and the ReverseDAO Wallet (each as referred to in this Whitepaper); 
(e) the distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper, any part thereof or any copy thereof, or acceptance 
of the same by you, is not prohibited or restricted by the applicable laws, regulations or rules in your 
jurisdiction, and where any restrictions in relation to possession are applicable, you have observed and 
complied with all such restrictions at your own expense and without liability to
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ReverseDAO and/or the Distributor;

(f) you agree and acknowledge that in the case where you wish to purchase any REVD, the REVD are not to be 
construed, interpreted, classified or treated as: (i) any kind of currency other than cryptocurrency; (ii) 
debentures, stocks or shares issued by any person or entity (whether ReverseDAO and/or the Distributor) 

(iii) rights, options or derivatives in respect of such debentures, stocks or shares; 

(iv) rights under a contract for differences or under any other contract the purpose or pretended purpose of 
which is to secure a profit or avoid a loss; (v) units in a collective investment scheme; 

(vi) units in a business trust; 

(vii) derivatives of units in a business trust; or 

(viii) any other security or class of securities.

(g) you are fully aware of and understand that you are not eligible to purchase any REVD if you are a citizen, 
resident (tax or otherwise) or green card holder of the United States of America or a citizen or resident of the 
Republic of Singapore;

(h) you have a basic degree of understanding of the operation, functionality, usage, storage, transmission 
mechanisms and other material characteristics of cryptocurrencies, blockchain-based software systems, 
cryptocurrency wallets or other related token storage mechanisms, blockchain technology and smart contract 
technology;

(i) you are fully aware and understand that in the case where you wish to purchase any REVD, there are risks 
associated with REVD and the Distributor and their respective business and operations, the REVD tokens, the 
REVD Initial Token Sale and the REVD Wallet (each as referred to in the Whitepaper); 

(j) you agree and acknowledge that neither ReverseDAO nor the Distributor is liable for any indirect, special, 
incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including but not limited 
to loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data), arising out of or in connection with any 
acceptance of or reliance on this Whitepaper or any part thereof by you; and 

(k) all of the above representations and warranties are true, complete and accurate from the time of your 
access to and/or acceptance of possession this Whitepaper or such part thereof (as the case may be). 
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✓ Proven O2O marketing empower by loyalty reward (coupon and points)
✓ Drastically reduce operating cost for:

○ Loyalty service for our merchant partners
○ NFT auction implementation for sellers and game developers
○ Provide a foundation for AIoT personalization and recommendation for Loyal reward 

and Investment products
✓ Permit our Wallet users to convert idle assets into growth opportunities
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Digital Wallet
✓ Loyalty as a Service
✓ Asset Bidding Service
✓ Pre-Paid Card Service
✓ KYC/AML Service

✓ NFT token technology upgrade

✓ AIoT personalization engine

Roadmap

1

2
Self service portal
API Portal for:
✓ Gaming
✓ Bidding
✓  Loyalty Exchange

3
✓ Big Data analytic engine
✓ AR gamification marketing service
✓ Personalize recommendation 
service

4



Business development plan

Proceeds from the Token sale will be used for the development of the ReverseDAOtechnological 
system as well as the global roll-out of the ReverseDAO business.  Marketing, sales and technical 
engineering offices will be established in the following major gateway markets.

Phase 1, 2022
Centralized loyalty platform – as this method will make it easier to onboard traditional loyalty 
programs.  Also, the conversion rate will need to be bilateral first or merchant acceptance will be 
indefinitely lower.

Phase 2, 2022
Focusig in on the Gaming segment - Gamers have similar behaviour as crypto investors.  We target 
to ramp up of Gaming segments in 3 to 6 months and we have already built an alliance with Game 
publishers to allow our REVD Point for purchasing Game Art, In-Game Assets and Game points

Phase 3, 2022
DAO platform, ReverseDAO applies loyalty points to the principles underlying decentralized 
exchanges such as Uniswap.  Users may choose to use the platform to trade their loyalty points or 
transfer these points into NFTs.
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